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What is your best memory of the making of the Alt-Rock EZX It was a lot of fun, and it was very collaborative. We thought of it as a piece of art we could express with music.
Everyone was really excited about the idea. Dave and I had this idea about how we could make a band out of the drum kit, and so a lot of our ideas were just to jam our drum kits
into new territory. We always wanted to do a drum kit, it was just that one thing that we knew we wanted to do and we wanted to do it well. So we went into the studio and wrote

and wrote and wrote and wrote. But we didn't have a producer to guide the whole thing, but we had a lot of good people to help get ideas together. What was your favourite kit that
you were able to put together in the Alt-Rock EZX, and why The Gretsch kit, because we were able to play it out of tune and have the energy of a live band out of the kit. Because in

that moment we could really own the drum set and play. We didn't have to listen to the producers. This is one of those things we were really passionate about and the whole kit
came out and really worked. That was one of the most fun kits to play. It really came through. Can you tell me a bit about the concept of Alt-Rock EZX? It was a few things, Alt-Rock
should always be about rock. There's no such thing as Alt-Rock. There are sub genres of rock. Because I'm a drummer, I wanted to explore the fact that rock drums are so basic. But

when we add the other instruments, then it becomes so much more different. The rock drums that I play, I'm just trying to play the drums that I play on the basic rock songs.
Because when I play those then you can change other things to make it different. So the alt-rock is about keeping the basic drums, and making sure that other musicians play the

actual instruments that they play. The ultimate alt-rock band, we want to play without the traditional instruments. Because there's such a strong tradition of traditional instruments,
no matter how good the drummer is. It's nice if it's a good drummer, but you need to have someone that actually plays drums in the band.
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the alt-rock ezx presents a crude, genuine
and raw palette of drum sounds with an

incredible range, perfect for the soft-loud-
soft approach that is synonymous with the

distinct dynamics of the classic alt-rock
sound. capturing steves unique method of

mic placement, attention to detail and
drum tuning scrutiny, this ezx gives you

two full kits and cymbal setups as well as
several additional instruments and

percussion pieces, all crafted to perfection.
you can also download toontrack alt-rock

ezx free download the alt-rock ezx presents
a crude, genuine and raw palette of drum

sounds with an incredible range, perfect for
the soft-loud-soft approach that is

synonymous with the distinct dynamics of
the classic alt-rock sound. alt-rock ezx

presents a crude, genuine and raw palette
of drum sounds with an incredible range,
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perfect for the soft-loud-soft approach that
is synonymous with the distinct dynamics

of the classic alt-rock sound. capturing
steves unique method of mic placement,

attention to detail and drum tuning
scrutiny, this ezx gives you two full kits and
cymbal setups as well as several additional

instruments and percussion pieces, all
crafted to perfection. alt-rock ezx is an
uncompromising and authentic alt-rock
drumkit, inspired by steve hodge, and is
perfect for any scenario and any genre,
ideal for film and tv soundtracks. chris,

mark and matt - the alt-rock ezx was born
as a personal project to give ourselves

something to play with between albums.
being fortunate enough to have produced

successful albums with chris and mark,
we're all very excited to finally share this
with you. we took a different approach to

this project and made it as easy as possible
to download and use. alt-rock ezx is fully

realized, presets and presets can be
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expanded as desired and there's a number
of different drumkits available. 5ec8ef588b
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